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I. M. KRICEVER

Abstract. In this article the author proves that the values of the multiplicative genera
Ak under discussion, where Κ =  2, 3, . . . , are obstructions to the existence of nontrivial
s' actions on a unitary manifold whose first Chern class is divisible by k. The effective com 
putation of these obstructions is carried out for algebraic manifolds. Simultaneously, formu 
las for the bordism class of a ramified covering are obtained.

Bibliography: 8 titles.

This article consists of two parts which look quite heterogeneous at first glance; never 
theless, they are connected by a unique approach. In the first part, the results of [1J re 
ceive further development. We recall that in [1], for each Hirzebruch genus h: U* —*•  Q,
an invariant analog was constructed: a homomorphism hG: £/£ —*•  K(BG) ®  Q from the
bordism ring of manifolds with actions of a compact Lie group G into the rational ίΓ func 
tor of the universal classifying space BG. The study of "equivariant Hirzebruch genera" per 
mitted us to express the value of h on the bordism class of a G manifold through invariants
of its fixed submanifolds. The little effective cumbersome formulas for the general case be 
came extremely simple for the symmetric analog of the classical genus Τ : the two param 
eter genus Tx y whose value on the bordism class of complex projective space CP" is equal
to Σ "_ ο x'y"~l. (N ote that this definition of Tx differs from that given in [1] by substi 
tution of — y fo r j. )

In this article, for the Hirzebruch genera Ak, k = 2, 3, . . . , given by the series
ktet/ (ekt   1) we shall prove the following result:

TH EOREM 2.2. / /  the action of a compact connected Lie group G on a manifold X
whose tangent bundle has first Chern ckss cx{X) G  lP(X, Z) divisible by k is nontrivial,
then

in particular, Ak([X]) =  0.

The proof of this theorem, as the proof of the results of [1], is based on arguments
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on the analyticity of functions connected with equivariant genera. To explain the fundamen 
tal idea, consider an Sl  manifold X with isolated fixed points xs. Assume that the represen 
tation of S1 in the fibers of the tangent bundle over xs is Σ"_ j r/ si, where η 7 is the / th
power of the standard one dimensional representation of S1; then A% ([X, S1 ]) e K(CP°°)
® Q = Qliv ~ 1] ] coincides with the Laurent series expansion in a deleted neighborhood
of 1 of the rational function

s i= , η ' " —1

Therefore 21(η) does not have a pole at 1. It turns out that if cx(X) is divisible by k,
then 8(T?) is analytic at all the roots of 1, hence everywhere. Since %(0) =  S(°°) =  0, it
follows that &(T?) = 0 and, in particular, Ak([X]) =  0.

As is known, an algebraic manifold X given in CP" by a system of homogeneous poly 
nomials Pm.(x0, . •  •  , xn) is uniquely determined up to diffeomorphism by the powers

ms, 1 < ι < s. In §3 we obtain explicit formulas which reconstruct the bordism class of X
starting from the numbers mt (see also [2]) and, in consequence, also its multiplicative
genera. Together with Theorem 2.2, these formulas prove the following theorem.

TH EOREM A / /  the coefficient of (t   1)" in the expansion (in powers of t   1)
of the junction t~2Us

i l(t
m'   I) is different from zero, then there exist no nontrivial ac 

tions ofS1 on X.

The methods we develop allow us in §4 to pass to the second part of the paper and
to solve the problem of reconstructing the bordism class of a ramified covering. More pre 
cisely: the projection ρ: Υ —•  AOf a ramified « fold covering of X with ramification
along a submanifold F determines a bordism class [Y, p] G U*(X) ®  Q. \ i υ G 1^(Χ) is
the cobordism class dual to F in X, then we have

TH EOREM 4.1. The cobordism class dual to [Y, p] is equal to

g'1 (n >g (ν))

where

The formulas for genera of a ramified covering and, in particular, the signature formu 
la of Hirzebruch [3] are a simple consequence of this theorem.

It should be noted that although most results carry over to other theories practically
without changes, for the sake of definiteness we assume that manifolds, group actions on
them and bundles are unitary, unless otherwise stated.
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§1. Basic definitions and necessary information
As we have already said, this work continues the research started in [1] . To make the

presentation of results self contained as far as possible, all the necessary information con 
tained in [1] is gathered in this section.

1. Two collections Ξ ( 1 ) =  {|p > } and Ξ ( 2 ) =  {£ < 2)}, 1 < i < r, of G bundles over
G manifolds Xl and X2 respectively are said to be bordant if there is a collection Ζ =  {ft·}
of G bundles over a G manifold W  whose boundary is isomorphic with X1 U  ~X2 such that
the restriction of ff. to χ('\  /  =  0, 1, is isomorphic with ξ̂ \  In the usual way, the disjoint
union of collections of G bundles turns the set of classes of bordant collections such that the
real dimension of their basis is η and d im c £,· =  µ(· into a group U%µ, µ =  (β^, •  . . , Mr)·
The subgroups U% 0 are naturally identified with bordism groups of G manifolds.

As fundamental invariants of a collection of G bundles we have the values taken on
its bordism class by "equivariant characteristic homomorphisms"

defined for each characteristic class in the cobordism of collections of vector bundles χ €Ξ

For each G space X, we denote by XG the set (Χ χ EG)/ G. Analogously, for a G 
bundle f over X we define a vector bundle | G over XG. Then to a collection Ξ of G bundles
there corresponds a collection ZG of bundles over XG. The value of χ σ on a bordism class
[Z] e ϋ £ µ is given by

where p,: U*(XG) —•  U*~n(BG) is the Gysin homomorphism induced by the projection p:
XG —*•  BG. In what follows, the homomorphism V% —>· U~*{BG) corresponding to the
characteristic class 1 € U° will be denoted by XQ .

Consider an arbitrary G-manifold X. As it is known (see [4]), there exists an equivari-
ant embedding of X into some G-module ∆ . We denote by ∆ the maximal direct summand
of ∆ whose restriction to a normal factor Η of G  does not contain trivial summands.

TH EOREM 1.1. Assume that a collection Zs of G bundles is obtained by restriction of
G bundles A to a G submanifold Fs which is fixed under the action of H. Then

e (Ac) XG (Ξ) =  2 p s : [e ( (   vs) c ) χ (Ξ5θ)],
s

where ps, is the Gysin homomorphism induced by the projection ps: FsG —>•  BG, (—î ) is
the G bundle over Fs whose sum with the normal G bundle vs of Fs in X is equal to the G 
bundle ∆ x Fs —>· Fs and e() is the Euler class of a bundle.

To solve the equation in χσ (Ξ) given by Theorem 1.1 in the case when Η coincides
with G (this will be assumed throughout this section), we introduce the localization
U*(BG)g of the ring U*(BG) at the multiplicative set β of Euler classes of bundles associa 
ted with representations ∆ of G  having no trivial summands.

We denote by χσ the composite
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By Theorem 1.1,

Since vs +  ( vs) is the G bundle ∆ χ Fs —•  Fs, we have

p\  (e ('λα)) =  β ((ν, 4  (— ν, ))β) =  e (ν, β) β ( ( — ν, ) β) .

Therefore

To interpret correctly each term in the right side of this equality, we shall show that
for a G bundle ξ over a trivial G manifold F having no trivial summands in the representa 
tion of G in the fibers and for every class χ G U*(F χ BG), the formula

(1.2)

determines a class in U*(BG)~.
As is known, for a G bundle ζ we have the decomposition f =  φ . Ηοπισ(∆  , f) ® ∆ ,

where the summation is over the nontrivial irreducible representations ∆  of G. Let κ  =
H omG(A;., f); then e( fG ) =  IT,· eQtf β ∆ / σ ) .

We shall find e(« ®  AG) for an arbitrary bundle κ over F and a representation ∆ of G:

=  Π (Χ. +  Ρ/+  Σ αί/λ»

where the Xm and p, are the Wu generators of κ ® 1 and 1 ® ∆ σ =  p*(AG) respectively;
f(u, υ) = u + υ + Σ ; ; > , ai;.«V is the formal group of "geometric cobordisms". We recall
that to each homogeneous symmetric polynomial Ρω of degree η in the Wu variables of a
bundle, there corresponds a characteristic class of degree n. Thus,

 ̂ . . . ,  λ«,. . .)Ρ··(. . . .  ρ,,  . . . ) .
β.β'

We denote by σ(κ, ∆ ) the sum in the right side of the equality. It is important to
note that the degrees of all characteristic classes Ρω(. . . , \ m, . . . ) are greater than zero.
Therefore the series

contains only a finite number of summands different from zero. This already makes it evi 
dent that expression (1.2) is correct.

2. Consider the category of pairs consisting of a G bundle f0 over a trivial G manifold
such that the representation of G  in its fibers does not have trivial summands and a collec 
tion Ζ =  { ξ/ } of G bundles, 1 < i < r, over the same base. We shall denote by R%^  the
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bordism groups in this category, where η is the real dimension of the total space of ζ0 and
µ =  (Mj, . . . , µ,.), where µ,· =  d im c ξ{.

In the notation of the preceding subsection, for each fixed submanifold Fs of a G 
manifold X, the pair (ys, Ss) gives a bordism class belonging to / ?* *. Their sum determines
the image [Ξ] ε U° * under the homomorphism of bigraded rings

β β . tjG nG

Now (1.1) leads us to the corollary:

COROLLARY. For each characteristic class χ ε Uk(Ur
i=1 JSC/QU,·)), the homomorphism

given on (ξ0, Ζ) by the formula

satisfies the equation xG =  XG ° j3G.

For the group S1, all the irreducible representations η 7 , /  =  0, ±  1, . . . , are obtained
by tensoring the standard one dimensional representation η by itself; times. In addition,

where g(u), the logarithm of the formal group of "geometric cobordisms", is equal to
Σ ^ = ο ([CPn]l(n + l))u"+1. The ring U*(CP°°)& is isomorphic with U*[[u]] ®  Q[u~1].

Assume that ξ0 and the f,. are decomposed in sums

ζο= Σ χ/ , ® η; / ' Λ =  Σ */ mt ® η/ π".

We denote by λ^ and \ jmj the Wu generators of the bundles κ^  and κ;· respectively.
Then, if the characteristic class χ is given by a product of symmetric polynomials
Pi(x1, •  •  •  , χµί), we have

LEMMA 1.1. The value of XG on the bordism class of the pair (f 0 , Z) is equal to

3. Let us consider the functorial properties of the homomorphisms xG with respect to
the group homomorphisms a: G, —>· G. By means of a, each G bundle is naturally trans 
formed into a G ( bundle. This transformation defines a transfer homomorphism:

TH EOREM 1.2. For every characteristic class χ, the diagram
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JJ°t,mJ^U'(BG)

is commutative.

4. By a theorem of Dold, to each Hirzebruch genus, i.e. homomorphism h: U* —* Q,
there corresponds a transformation of functors h: U*( ) —»•  K( ) ®  Q such that h coincides

with the composite U#  —* U* —> Q.

LEMMA 1.2. 77ze j>a/ne of h on the generator u Ε lfi(CP°°) is equal to

h{u) =g? (In η) e=  Q [ t y 1 ]] =  Κ ( C O ® Q,

w/zere g^1 is iAe functional inverse to the series

D EF IN ITION . The equtvariant Hirzebruch genus corresponding to a rational genus A:
»•  Q is the homomoφhism

For the trivial group {e} consisting only of the identity, W e> assigns to each G mani 
fold X the number h([X]); therefore from Theorem 1.2 we obtain the following proposition.

LEMMA 13. The value of a genus h on the bordism class of a G manifold X is equal
to e(hG([X, G])), where e: K(BG) ®Q +Qisthe augmentation.

§2. Obstructions to the existence of S1  actions
We define the rational genera Ak, £ =  2 , 3 , . . . , a s t h e series ktetl{ekt   1).
From the viewpoint of the theory of characteristic classes, the value of a genus given

by the series t/ h(t), h(t) =  t + Σ !1 2 q/ , q( €. Q, on the bordism class [CP"] is equal to
the coefficient of f in the series (t/h(t))n+1. As was proved in [6], we have ft(O = «£i(t)·

THEOREM 2.1. If for an S1-bundle ξ over X the difference c , (X)   c1 (ξ) is divisible
by k in ti^iX, Z), then the series Ak(p,(e(%sl))) € Q[[v - 1] ] coincides with the expansion
about 1 of some polynomial in the variables η and if1.

P R OOF . Assume that ES1: RS\  —* U~n+l(CP°°) is the homomorphism defined by
the condition in the corollary of Theorem 1.1 in the case when the characteristic class is e,
the Euler characteristic. If λ? and λ | are Wu generators of bundles κ,{ and Klm such that
f0 =  Σ ; Kjf ®  rf1 and ζ =  Ση K,m ®  η'">, then, by Lemma 1.1, for the bordism class
[ζο,ζ] eRi1* we have

(Κ, , SI) =  Ak ο ρ \
ΠΠ/ «»ΐ/ ,'λΑ>
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To find the series in η — 1 that appears in the right side of the equality, we must ap 
ply the homomorphism Ak to the coefficients of the formal group f(u, v) which thus be 
comes / ^fc(w, υ); replace u by Ak{u). Under the composite Ak ° plt the symmetric poly 
nomials in λί and λ? go to rational numbers which may be different from zero only if the
degree of the polynomials is not greater than the dimension of the F basis of ζ0 and f.

Since g?k(t) = (ekt   l)/ ke{, we have

where we have introduced the notation rk{t) =  eZAk — 1.
By Lemma 1.2,

*/  _
Ak ([«]/ ) =  gAk (}gAk (A (if))) =  &l (j In η) =  I L —

«η
The series r(u) turns into

e — 1 = η — 1 .

Thus the series Ak ° Ε3ΐ([ξ0, ξ]) is obtained from

η*7 "1 (1 +  rk ajjf   i kr\ il ( i +  rk (λ}{))

• ΙΑ

Α / / Π ( 1 + ^ ) )

by substituting some rational numbers for symmetric polynomials in Xj and XJ. Here
7k(t) = (1 +  r fc( i))*   1. This implies

LEMMA 2.1. The series Ak ° E sl( [f0, ξ]) coincides with the expansion about 1 of
the function

Π / ;

Tf  r W ) ·im
• I

m

where R(TJ) is a rational function having poles at the jtth roots of 1.

Therefore Ak ° Pi(e(Hsi)) has the form
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Here Σζ η'ι* and Z m r ? / m i are the decompositions into irreducible representations of the
representations of S1 in the fibers of the normal bundle over the fixed submanifold Fs and
the restriction of ξ to Fs respectively.

We denote by 8(τ?) the rational function (2.1). Since Ak ° P tO (£ si) ) € Q[[n] ],
8(η) does not have poles at 1. Our immediate task will be to prove that there are no poles
at the roots of 1. To this end we shall use Theorem 1.1. Below, Fs will denote a fixed
submanifold of the action of a cyclic subgroup of order η of Sl. In the notation of Theo 
rem 1.1,

Akopl(efeO) =  J ]  ^ — .%AkoΛΐ[e((( v) +h)s>)l (2.2)
d η d — 1 s

The first factor on the right side of this equality is l/ Ak(e(Asl)). Since ∆ =  Σά rjd does
not contain trivial representations of Zn, the j d are not divisible by n.

Now consider an arbitrary S1  bundle ξ over an S1 manifold F such that the action of
the subgroup Zn is trivial on it. ζ can be represented as a sum of S1  bundles fr, 0 < r < ~
  1. The generator of Zn in the fibers of fr acts by multiplication by exp(2mr/ w); there 
fore its action on fr =  %r ®  Tfr is trivial. Since fr =  fr ®  rf, we have

Ak ο pi ie (Cs.)) =  Ak ο ρ,

If AJ71 denotes the Wu generators of fr, then

Α»Ρ! (Π / (Λ?. [«],))
V.m /

=Ak'

where µ, = d im c fr and P^ . . . , AJ", . . . ) is the symmetric series. We denote by p( 
υ*(Βυ(µΓ)) the characteristic class defined by the symmetric series

Π (*
m

and by ρ ω we denote the product l\?Il
0 pif € U*{R%l

0 BUQir)), ω =  ( i 0 , . . . , / „ _ , ) , 0
This characteristic class gives the homomorphism

As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we use the corollary of Theorem 1.1 to obtain the following
statement immediately from the above formulas:
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LEMMA 2.2. The series Ak ° Ρ ω ( [ ί 0 , Ζ]) coincides with the expansion about 1 of
the function

Μ ( * ) (2.3)

m,r

where Μω(η) is a rational function with poles at the jtth roots of 1.

Then Ak ° p , ( e( f5 l ) ) coincides with the expansion about 1 of the rational function

where the rational function <2ω(τ?) has the form of a sum of functions (2.3) over all the
fixed submanifolds of the S1  manifold F. Its expansion about 1 coincides with the series
i4 t ° pf, ( ί , fn  i ) · Therefore βω0?) does not have poles at 1. We shall prove that
it does not have poles at the nth roots of 1.

In fact, the projection α of the group S 1 onto the factor group S1/ Zn = S1 induces
a map a: CP™ —> CP°° such that α*(τ?) =  η " . Since the action of Zn on each fr is trivial,
fr is the image under a* of some bundle $'r. By Theorem 1.2,

Ak ο Ρ*1 ( a *£ , . . . , σ* £,_,) =  aM* ο p%' (£ , . . . . %.,).

and if <2ω0?) is a rational function whose expansion about 1 coincides with

AkoPf/  (11, · · · ,Xn i),
then 0ω(τ?) =  β^ (η") . Since β'ω(τ?) does not have poles at 1, ζ?ω(τ?) does not have poles
at the nth roots of 1. Therefore the sum (2.4) is regular at exp(2rrip/ n). If n is relatively
prime with k, then from (2.2) it follows that at those points 31(η) is also regular. To prove
the regularity of 21 (η) at the remaining roots of 1 we shall use the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.3. Assume that over a point in the fixed submanifold Fs the representation
ofS1 in the fibers of the S1 bundle ξ over X is equal to Σ"=1 η1'™. Ifc^) is divisible by k,
then all the sums as = Σ " = 1 j s i are congruent modulo k.

P R O O F . The action of S1 on ξ naturally induces an action of S1 on the determinant
of ξ, a one dimensional complex bundle % which is the / th exterior power of ξ, I = dim ξ.
The representation of S1 in the fibers of the S1  bundle ξ over points of Fg is τ?"·*.

Now consider another action of S1 on %. Since Cj(£) =  Cj(f), we have ξ = Kk, where
the one dimensional bundle κ is such that C J(K) =  (l/ fc)Cj(£). As was proved in [7] , there
exists a lifting of the action of S1 on X to the total space of κ which turns it into an S1  
bundle. This action induces an action on the space of the representation | . If η δ* is the
representation in the fibers of κ over points o fF f , then the representation in the fibers of
| over them is η*6 s.

If we compare the two actions of S 1 on % and remember that representations in the
fibers of a one dimensional bundle over fixed points are uniquely determined up to multipli 
cation of all of them by rf1, we obtain
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This proves the lemma.
When the variable 17 is multiplied by θ = exp(2m/ k), each term of (2.1) is multiplied

by 0 7** J"is . Under the assumptions of the theorem, all the exponents Σ ; / ί   Σ ;· are
congruent modulo A:, as follows from Lemma 2.3. Therefore there exists Ν such that 21(01?)

The rational functions <2^(τ?) defined above have the same property. Thus, they are
regular at all the points exp(2iriq/ k), 0 <<? <fc   1. The functions βω(τ?) entering in sum
(2.4) are regular at exp(2mql/ kn), 0 < /  <  η   1. From (2.2) it finally follows that 21 (77) is
analytic at all the roots of 1, and this implies the assertion of the theorem.

TH EOREM 2.2. / /  the action of a compact connected Lie group G on a manifold X
whose tangent bundle has first Chern class c^X) € H2{X, Z) divisible by k is nontrivial,
then

in particular, Ak([X]) = 0.

PROOF. In the case when G = Sl, the theorem follows from the fact that, as it ap-
pears in the explicit formulas, each term of (2.1) tends to 0 when 77 —*• 0 and when η —*•
°°. So H (0) =  H(°°) =  0, and, by the preceding theorem, 21(η) =  0. For an arbitrary com 
pact connected lie group G we shall use Theorem 1.2 as follows. If A%([X, G]) Φ 0, there
is an embedding a: S1 —•  G such that a*A%([X, G]) Φ 0; but this contradicts the equality
a*A°([X,G]) l\ [X,S1])^ \

2. Oner case. As w 1 in the Introduction, although for definiteness we only
consider unitEi :ructure, all tn t esults can be obtained for the orientable case practically
without changes. In particular if we note that the A2  genus coincides with the classical A 
genus and the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2 in the case k =  2 coincides with the assumption
that X is a Spin bundle, we obtain the following theorem.

TH EOREM 2.2'. If the action of a compact connected Lie group G on a Spin bundle
is nontrivial, then AG(\X, G]) =  0, and, in particular, its Α genus is equal to zero.

This theorem was first proved in [8] by a fundamentally different method which
utilized the Atiyah Singer index theorem.

§3. Multiplicative genera of algebraic manifolds
The effectivity of any obstructions depends on the effectivity of the way they are

computed. The language of formal group theory allows one to solve the problem of com 
puting rational genera of algebraic manifolds and therefore also to find the values on them
of the above described system of obstructions to the existence of S1  actions.

In [2] a formula for a generating series of bordism classes of hypersurfaces given on
CPn by an equation of mth degree was obtained (Theorem 4.11). The same method can
be used to obtain formulas for bordism classes of an arbitrary algebraic manifold. However,
in order to simultaneously obtain the results which will yield the proofs of the theorems in
the following section, we shall use another way.
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Assume that an algebraic manifold Xn is given by a system of homogeneous polynomi 
als Pm.(x0, . . . , xn) of degree mt, 1 < i < s . Without losing generality we can assume that
Xn is in general position with the submanifold CP**1 given on CP" by x0 =  χχ = ·• • • =
xn s =  0, i.e. Xn Π CP*'1 =  0. Then the projection p: CP"\CP*~1   CPn's, where
CP"~S is the submanifold having the last s homogeneous coordinates equal to zero, induces
a map π: Χη —•  CP"~S.

TH EOREM 3.1. The cobordism class j(n; m , , . . . , ms) e U°(CP"~S) dual to the
bordism class [Xn, π] e U2(n_s)(CPn~s) is equal to

where / „ _ , : CP"~S —* CP°° is the inclusion.

P R O O F . It follows immediately from the definitions that if / Π ι , η 2 is the inclusion of
C P "i into CP"2, «j < n 2 , then

Therefore there exists a bordism class y(m1,. . . , ms) G U°(CP°°) such that

/n sY (mlt . . . . ms) ==γ (η; η\ , .... ms).

The space CP^XCP^1 is naturally identified with the total space E(rq) of the sum of
s copies of the canonical bundle over CP1***. Assume that r. XN —*•  £"(s7?) is an embedding.
Then [XN, π] =  p*([XN, r ] ) , where the isomorphism ρ*: υ*(Ε(ετι)) —* υ^Ρ*1'") is in 
duced by p. The bordism class [XN, r] is equal to p*y(N; mx, . . . , ms) (  [CP^1^, f0],
where η is the Cech excision operator and / „ is the zero cross section. (This follows from
the known formula pt(p*(a) Π b) =  α Π p*(b).) Therefore the cobordism class dual to
[XN, r] under the isomorphism £/*(if(s7?)) —*•  U*(M(sr))) is equal to p*y(N; m1, . . . , ms) ·
r(sr?). As usual, M{ ) and r( ) denote the Thom space and the Thom class of a bundle, re 
spectively.

On the other hand, the class which is dual to the inclusion of XN in CP1* is equal to
the Euler class of the bundle Σ ^ = Ι η"1'". In fact, the total space Erf" is identified with the
(N + 2) tuples of complex numbers (x0, . . . , xN, y), I3cl2 =  1, with the equivalence rela 
tion

(*o. · · ·» *N,y)~ (zx0
 S 1

The map (x0, . . . , xN) —*•  (x0, . . . , xN, . . . ,Pmi(x0, . . . , xN), •  •  •  ) correctly defines
a cross section of Σ ^ = 1 τ?"1' which is transversal to the zero cross section of CP1* along XN.
Therefore the image of the class dual to [XN, r] under the homomorphism /ξ: 1/ *(M(ST7))
—•  U*(CPN~S) is equal to e(Ef= 1 T?m'") 

Since / ^(iisTj)) =  e(sr]), we arrive at the formula

Π «(η'Π') =  ν ( ^ , "h mt) · f[
< —l 1= 1
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Finally,

y (nu, . . . . nts) =  ΤΙ ~~, »

and the theorem is proved.
For complex projective space CP1*, the bordism class dual to uk is CPN~k. Therefore

if we denote by CP(u) the series Σ ~ _ ο [CP"]u", the following corollary holds:

COROLLARY 1. The bordism class of the manifold Xn given by a system of homoge 
neous polynomials Pm.(xQ, . . . , xn), 1 < i < s , is equal to the coefficient ofu"~s in the
series

The series CP(u) is equal to dg(u)/ du. Therefore the value of a genus h on the bord 
ism class of Xn is equal to

i _ ( C _ t _ T r *«'("# *(»)> 4ft (") ^
2JU

The integral is carried out on the circle lul =  e. By means of the usual substitution u =
ĝ Qn f) we obtain

ft ([Xn]) =^ §[g? (In 0Γ"' 1 · Π β*1 On*"1*) din t. (3.1)

T h e c o n t o u r C' i s t h e c i r c l e i .  1 1 =  e .

COROLLARY 2. The value of Ak on [Xn], where η + 1   2f= 1 mi =  kd, is equal to
the coefficient of it — 1)" in the expansion in powers of (t — I) of the function

PROOF. Since s^ Q n t) =  (/*   1)/λί, we have

d s

J  — TT ^mi 
i|n+ i XX

where ζ =  / *.
If χ is a generator of H2(CP", Z) and/ : Xn —* CP" is an embedding, then C j(^ n )

(« +  1   E£_j mj)f*x. This corollary and Theorem 2.2 yield Theorem A, stated in the
Introduction.
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We shall state formulas for the Tx genus of algebraic manifolds. The value of the
 genus on [CPn] is equal to Σ ? = ο χ*γ

η~*. If in (3.1) we set

and substitute ζ for Γ1 y, we obtain

COROLLARY 3. The value of the Tv v genus on the bordism class of an algebraic
manifold Xn is the coefficient of(z   1)" in the expansion in powers of ζ   I of the func 
tion

REM ARK. For χ =  1 and y =  1, 0 we obtain the formulas for the signature and
Todd genus of algebraic manifolds respectively.

§4. Bordism of ramified coverings
Assume that the finite cyclic group Zn acts on a manifold Y. We shall assume that

outside the set of fixed points, which is a submanifold (not necessarily connected) of real
codimension 2, the action of Zn is free. Then the quotient of Υ by this action is a smooth
manifold X, and the projection ρ: Υ —•  X is a ramified covering over X with ramification
along the submanifold F of fixed points.

Our task is to compute both the bordism class of Υ in terms of the bordism class of
X and the invariants of the normal bundle ν over F, and the bordism class [Y, p] e U#(X)
® Q. (Here and in what follows F and p(F) will be identified.) If υ G lfi(X) is dual to the
bordism class determined by the inclusion of F in X, we have

TH EOREM 4.1. The bordism class dual to [Y, p] is equal to

P R OOF . Let px: Y1 —* X and p2: Y2 —•  X be w sheeted ramified coverings over X
with ramification along F. Assume that the normal bundles of F in Υχ and Y2 are isomor 
phic; then the bordism class [Yv p j   [Y2, p2] is equal to the class determined by the
projection of the manifold Μ obtained by gluing together the complements Nt and — N2 of
open tubular neighborhoods of F in Υγ and Y2 along an isomorphism of their boundaries.

The projections px'  Νλ —*•  Ν and p2:  N2 —•  N, where ./V is the complement of a
tubular neighborhood of F in X, induce a map g: Μ —•  Μ which is an « sheeted covering.
Μ is obtained by gluing Ν and  N  along the identity isomorphism of their boundaries.

LEMMA 4.1. The bordism class [M, g] e U*(M) ®  Q is equal to n[M, id ] , where id
is the identity map of Μ into itself.

P R OOF . A bordism class is uniquely determined by the numbers (cw(M)g*m, (ΜΪ),
where cw(M) =  ctO4) •  •  •  cir(M), ω = (i1, . . . , ir) and c (M) are the Chern classes of the
tangent bundle of M; m € HS(M) and s = 2(/, + · · • + ir) = dim M. Here, as usual,
(α, (ΛΟ) is the value of a cohomology class on the fundamental cycle.
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Since g is a covering, we have the equalities

{ca{M) g'm, <m) = (g'(ca(M)m),
= n(ca(M)m, <Λί»,

whence the lemma follows.
Assume that / ': Μ —*•  X is the natural map induced by the inclusion of Ν in X; then

[M, p] =j\ .([M, g]) =  n([M, / ] ) . Since evidently [M, j] is equal to zero, it follows that

To complete the proof of the theorem it is enough to do the following: for each
bundle ξ over F such that ξ" =  ν we construct a ramified covering Υ such that the normal
bundle over F in Υ is f, and we find the cobordism class dual to [Y, p].

Assume that f: X—*•  CPN is a map such that / *(τ?) =  ξ (ι? is the canonical bundle
over CP1*, where Ν is big enough). For an algebraic manofold XN given by a homogeneous
polynomial of degree n, which does not contain the point (0, 0, . . . , 0, l),f*XN is well
defined and is a ramified covering over X. In the notation of the preceding section, the
class dual to \ f*XN, p] is equal to f*y(N, n). The theorem follows from Theorem 3.1
and from the fact that f*(g~l (ng(n)y) = υ.

REM ARK. Since ν is the nth tensor power of a bundle, the series with rational coef 
ficients

*
7 M ~"~

4 η2

defines an element in the integral cobordism ring U*(F).

COROLLARY 1. The cobordism class of a ramified covering Υ is equal to

η[Χ] + ε\ ( —If!

where e: U^(F) —•  C/* is the augmentation.

The formulas we have obtained allow us to find the values of rational Hirzebruch
genera on bordism classes of ramified coverings. Thus, for example, we have

COROLLARY 2. The value of Tx y on the bordism class of a ramified covering is

nTx,u(lX]) + | j αί+ 17\ , , ( ίβ<(ν) f] F]),
1= 0

where at is the coefficient of Υ in the expansion in powers of t of the function
i  i 

, s( l fy)"  y(i txf
1 _ 1 _ "

(\  ty)n (i U)n

In several cases it is convenient to write the formulas for the bordism class of a rami 
fied covering in terms of the invariants of the normal bundle over F in the ramified cover 
ing. Since e(y) = g~l (ng(e(£))), by ' orollary 1 we have
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COROLLARY 1*. The bordism class of a ramified covering is equal to

COROLLARY 2' (H IRZ EBRU C H ) / /  bt is the coefficient of f in the expansion in power
series of t of the function

_t (m
(l +  / )» <i_f)« '

then

Sign ([Υ]) =  η Sign ([AT]) +  f fc+, Sign ([β* (ξ) fj F]).
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